Quasi-Gaussian output from dual case I waveguide resonators with mirrors of step-index reflectivity profiles.
There are three recognized low-loss configurations for waveguide laser resonators in which the waveguide is either closed at each end by a plane mirror (dual case I design) or one of the plane mirrors is replaced by a curved mirror at some distance from the guide exit. Some time ago, a variant of the latter design was proposed by exploiting the self-imaging properties of multimode waveguides. The resonator was predicted to produce a TEM(00)-like output with very low round-trip loss and excellent mode discrimination even though the curved mirror was placed much nearer to the guide exit (making the resonator more compact) than was conventional for achieving those results. In the present work, we show that the desirable features of the above design can be achieved even in a dual case I configuration by using end mirrors with suitable reflectivity profiles. Since there is no free space region between the waveguide and the mirrors, the resonator will have the additional advantages of being compact and portable. Furthermore, the absence of curved mirrors will also facilitate its realization in semiconductor integrated optics technology.